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Abstra t
This paper presents a fault toleran e algorithm for a home-based lazy release onsisten y distributed shared memory (DSM) system based on volatile logging and independent
he kpointing.
The proposed approa h targets large-s ale distributed shared-memory omputing on
lo al-area lusters of omputers as well as ollaborative shared-memory appli ations on
wide-area meta- lusters over the Internet. The hallenge in building su h systems lies in
ontrolling the size of the logs and to garbage olle t the unne essary he kpoints in the
absen e of global oordination.
In this paper we de ne a set of rules for lazy log trimming (LLT) and he kpoint
garbage olle tion (CGC) and prove that they do not a e t the re overability of the system.
We have implemented our logging algorithm in a home-based DSM system and showed
on three representative appli ations that our s heme e e tively bounds the size of the logs
and the number of he kpointed page versions kept in stable storage.
1

Introdu tion

We present the design of a s alable fault-tolerant proto ol based on rollba k re overy targeted towards both today's lo al-area lusters as well as tomorrow's wide-area meta- lusters.
Rollba k re overy is a well-known fault toleran e te hnique where a omputation's state is
saved to stable storage ( he kpointing); this saved state is then used to restart the omputation in the ase of a failure. For distributed omputations, there are two options for
he kpointing [10℄: oordinated he kpointing, where all pro esses oordinate to save a globally onsistent state at ea h he kpoint, and independent he kpointing, where he kpointing
is purely a lo al operation and, as a result, a set of lo al he kpoints does not represent a
globally onsistent state of the system. Coordinated he kpointing is parti ularly eÆ ient
for small-s ale lusters and simpler to implement if non-failed nodes are assumed to always
be a essible (no temporary dis onne tion in ommuni ation) [11℄.
Traditionally, it has been reasonable to assume that lusters are relatively small and all nonfailed nodes are always onne ted. This traditional pi ture is hanging rapidly, however.
First, high-performan e, yet ommodity, ommuni ation te hnologies have brought lusters
loser to delivering s alable super- omputing performan e. As a result, very large lusters are
being built to support long running, intensive appli ations su h as data mining and parallel
s ienti workloads. Se ond, the explosion of web-based appli ations and the in reasing demand for the s alable omputing infrastru ture to support them are bringing meta- lustering
( lusters of lo al-area lusters onne ted by the Internet) to the horizon [36, 15, 12℄. These
trends make fault toleran e today as important as, if not more important than, performan e.
Furthermore, the evolution of meta- lusters hanges the basi underlying assumptions: lustering proto ols must now deal with temporary dis onne ts and network unavailabilities,
making he kpoint oordination diÆ ult to realize.
Sin e we are targeting both lo al-area and wide-area lusters, our proposed proto ol is based
ex lusively on independent he kpointing. In parti ular, we implement independent he kpointing in the ontext of a software shared-memory system to provide a robust, yet fa3

miliar programming model. In the last de ade, an impressive amount of resear h has been
ondu ted in software shared memory [17, 2, 6, 25, 26, 37, 35, 34, 19℄, mostly aiming for
performan e (e.g., relaxed onsisten y models, lazy proto ols and ommuni ation hardware
support). More re ently, proje ts like InterWeave [36℄ propose a shared-memory programming model to support appli ations that run on wide-area lusters of heterogeneous ma hines.
The spe i question that we address is how to eÆ iently ombine independent he kpointing
and a software DSM proto ol in order to provide a high-performan e fault-tolerant sharedmemory programming environment on both lo al-area and wide-area lusters. Spe i ally,
we show how a Home-based Lazy Release Consisten y (HLRC) DSM proto ol [18℄ an be
extended with independent he kpointing in order to eÆ iently tolerate single-fault failures.
While independent he kpointing avoids global oordination, it is sus eptible to rollba k
propagation (i.e., the domino e e t [32℄), where a single failure may re ursively for e peer
pro esses to rollba k through multiple he kpoints, possibly to the beginning of the omputation [10℄. A solution to the rollba k propagation problem is message logging: when a
node rash is dete ted, the pro ess that was running on that node is restarted from its last
he kpoint and re overs its lost state using proto ol data stru tures and supporting logs
of proto ol data resident on other nodes. The hallenge in building su h a system lies in
ontrolling the size of the logs and he kpoints in stable storage, without global oordination. Pro esses annot dis ard their logs and old he kpoints when he kpointing be ause
he kpoints are not oordinated: failed peer pro esses may require state or log entries saved
prior to the last lo al he kpoint.
In this paper we present two algorithms, Lazy Log Trimming (LLT) and Che kpoint Garbage
Colle tion (CGC), that an be used to build a fault-tolerant Home-based LRC DSM system.
Home-based LRC proto ols [18, 47℄ are easier to implement relative to many other DSM
proto ols and have low ommuni ation and memory overhead, making them good andidates
for large-s ale lo al-area lusters as well as for meta- lustering. We address two spe i
questions: (i) what are the rules for LLT and CGC, and (ii) how e e tive are these algorithms
for real appli ations.
To answer the rst question, we de ne the rules for trimming ea h omponent of the log
and prove that they are orre t, that is, the state an be re overed using the trimmed logs.
We also de ne rules for garbage olle ting old he kpoints and show that they are orre t.
These rules are the main ontribution of the paper: they des ribe the information ne essary
to re over the state of the omputation in the DSM proto ol. We develop our algorithms
in two steps. We rst assume that nodes have knowledge of a global ve tor time, whi h
simpli es the formal statement of the rules. We then show a pra ti al solution to get a good
approximation of the global ve tor time, using a global ve tor time manager. (Note that
while the global ve tor time manager allows LLT and CGC to work eÆ iently, its availability
is not riti al. If the node on whi h the manager runs rashes, it an be easily restarted
elsewhere. If the manager is temporarily unavailable due to network unavailability, logs will
grow in size on stable storage but the orre tness of the on-going omputation will not be
a e ted.)
To answer the se ond question, we have implemented LLT and CGC in a Home-based LRC
prototype that runs on a lo al-area luster of PCs inter onne ted with a Myrinet LAN [3℄.
4

Using this system, we have studied three appli ations from the SPLASH-2 [45℄ ben hmark
suite. Our results show that our s heme e e tively bounds the size of logs and the number
of he kpoints that must be kept. For all three appli ations, we never have to retain more
than four he kpoints (only three in all but one pro ess of one appli ation) and logs never
grow beyond about one third of the appli ations' shared-memory footprints.
The remainder of the paper is stru tured as follows. Se tion 2 presents related work in
rollba k re overy in message passing systems and fault-tolerant DSM systems. An overview
of our approa h to building a fault-tolerant DSM system is given in Se tion 3. Se tion 4
des ribes the re overy supporting data stru tures and proves the orre tness of our rules for
log trimming and garbage olle tion. Se tion 5 des ribes a pra ti al s heme for implementing
LLT and CGC. Experimental results and an evaluation of LLT and CGC are presented in
Se tion 6. Limitations of our s heme and possible improvements are dis ussed in Se tion 7.
Finally, Se tion 8 on ludes the paper.
2

Related Work

In this se tion we rst brie y present rollba k re overy methods based on independent he kpointing in general message passing systems. We then summarize previous work on re overable DSM and present several fault-tolerant DSM systems that use log-based re overy and/or
independent he kpointing.
An exhaustive survey of general rollba k re overy in distributed systems is given in [10℄.
In un oordinated he kpointing [1, 42℄ pro esses take he kpoints independently and tra k
message dependen ies between them in order to determine a onsistent global he kpoint
by rolling ba k pro esses in response to a failure. After a failure and rollba k, a re overing
pro ess olle ts and aggregates dependen y information from all pro esses in the form of a
rollba k-dependen y graph [1℄ or a he kpoint graph [42℄. It then determines the re overy line
and impli itly whi h pro esses need to also rollba k. This approa h su ers from the domino
e e t [32℄.
An optimal he kpoint garbage olle tion algorithm based on dependen y tra king was devised in [43℄. It was also proved that there exists a tight bound of n(n + 1)=2 on the number
of useful past he kpoints that need to be retained in a system onsisting of n pro esses.
Our fault-tolerant DSM also uses past he kpoints, but only partial information from these
he kpoints is needed for re overy of some pro ess. Although our system is not based on
dependen y tra king, a omparison is nevertheless interesting: preliminary evaluation of
our CGC algorithm shows that the number of past he kpoints it uses is within the above
theoreti al bound.
Communi ation-indu ed he kpointing [4, 16, 44℄ eliminates the domino e e t in systems
based on independent he kpointing by piggyba king proto ol information on all appli ation
messages and for ing pro esses to take additional he kpoints to advan e the re overy line.
For ed he kpoints are always taken on the riti al path, i.e., before a message is delivered,
therefore they in ur high laten y. The approa h adds overhead, sa ri es autonomy of
pro esses in de iding when to take he kpoints and may result in useless he kpoints being
5

taken. Re ent work in the area has fo used on eliminating useless he kpoints and redu ing
the number of for ed he kpoints [16℄.
Log-based rollba k re overy assumes the pie e-wise deterministi (PWD) exe ution model
[38℄; that is, a pro ess exe utes a sequen e of deterministi state intervals delimited by
nondeterministi events, whi h an be identi ed and logged during failure-free exe ution.
Under this assumption, the state of a failed pro ess an be exa tly re overed by restarting
it from the last he kpoint and replaying logged events, ombined with the deterministi
re-exe ution of its state intervals. In sender-based message logging (SBML) [24℄ messages
re eived by a pro ess are logged at the sender pro esses. Logging overhead is redu ed by
taking logging out of the riti al path and by using volatile memory instead of stable storage.
SBML an only support single failures and the only type of nondeterministi event it an
handle is the re eipt of a message. In [40℄, where logging was rst used in a re overable DSM
system based on Lazy Release Consisten y, it was noted that the hanges in page state o ur
at deterministi points, therefore it suÆ es to log a quires and a ess misses during normal
exe ution. Our logging s hemes are also based on this property, but they exploit spe i s of
the HLRC proto ol to redu e the amount of logged and he kpointed state.
A omprehensive survey of re overable DSM systems with various onsisten y models and
implementation te hniques is given in [29℄. Coordinated he kpointing is used in systems like
[7, 20, 27, 5, 8℄ either by for ing a syn hronization of all pro esses when taking a he kpoint,
or by leveraging global syn hronization existent in the appli ation or in the operation of
the underlying DSM system. Communi ation-indu ed he kpointing is used in [46, 41, 39,
23℄. Systems using independent he kpointing and logging in volatile or stable storage are
des ribed in [33, 40, 30, 8℄. Un oordinated he kpointing with dependen y tra king applied
to DSM is explored in [21, 22℄. A transa tional re overable DSM is designed in [13℄ by taking
advantage of te hniques from database systems.
To date, mu h of the work on re overable DSM systems using log-based re overy has fo used
on developing new logging s hemes to redu e the high failure-free logging overhead ( aused
by the typi ally high ommuni ation frequen y of DSM-based appli ations). In [8℄, Costa et
al. have integrated log-based fault toleran e support into TreadMarks [26℄, a DSM system
that also implements Release Consisten y. Their work is di erent from ours in that their system leverages the global garbage olle tion (GC) phases of TreadMarks to take oordinated
he kpoints. While they also use intermediate independent he kpoints and volatile logs to
speed up re overy from single-node failures, the re overy is not entirely based on independent he kpoints, as it may need to use pages from the last global onsistent he kpoint.
Another di eren e is that all logs and past he kpoints are dis arded at a global he kpoint,
so their system does not fa e the problem of dynami log trimming and he kpoint garbage
olle tion.
The idea of volatile logs of a esses to shared memory was proposed in [33℄ for a sequentiallyonsistent DSM. Logs were ushed to stable storage on every page transfer whi h, ombined
with the potentially large size of the logs, made the s heme very expensive [40℄.
In [40℄, log-based re overy was rst used in an LRC DSM. Their system uses independent
he kpointing along with pessimisti logging by a re eiver at syn hronization points and
a ess misses. To redu e the overhead of a ess to stable storage for ea h logged message, log
6

entries are stored in volatile memory and ushed to stable storage before sending a message
to another pro ess. Log ushing takes pla e on the riti al path and an be expensive if
syn hronization is frequent. Every pro ess must log all the data it needs for re overy, whi h
leads to unne essary repli ation of state and wastes stable storage. Be ause the log is saved
in stable storage and is only used for the re overy of the pro ess that reates it, the problem
of resour e onsumption is easily addressed by taking a he kpoint and dis arding the log
when its size ex eeds a limit. In our system, we also keep logs in volatile memory but only
require that they are saved to stable storage at least with every he kpoint taken. We log
only minimal state and do not repli ate it a ross nodes. Our me hanisms for log trimming
are totally de oupled from any poli y that de ides when trimming is to be performed, or
when a he kpoint must be taken. In our system, LLT and CGC operations do not require
a pro ess to take a he kpoint.
In [30℄, a sender-based logging s heme is used for fault toleran e in DiSOM, an entryonsistent system. A new opy of an obje t is logged to volatile memory after every update
(at release-write). Log trimming is made simple by the simple onsisten y model, whi h does
not allow multiple writers: pro esses trim their logs whenever a new he kpoint is reated
in the system using logi al times of logged obje ts. Our system allows multiple writers and
uses a di erent onsisten y model, whi h makes the problem of garbage olle tion harder.
Other work on re overable DSM based on un oordinated he kpointing improves on the
traditional data dependen y tra king to dete t pro esses that need to rollba k in response
to a failure. In [21, 22℄, a general model of dependen ies in a typi al DSM is developed,
and it is shown that message dependen ies that ause rollba k propagation an be redu ed.
However, the model is applied to a variant of LRC modi ed to eliminate some dependen ies,
and rollba k propagation is still a problem, espe ially if syn hronization is frequent.
3

Overview

We propose a s alable fault toleran e algorithm for home-based software distributed shared
memory, based ex lusively on independent he kpointing. In this se tion we present the
fault-tolerant system model, the base DSM proto ol, and the proposed re overy s heme
based on independent he kpointing.

3.1 The Fault-Tolerant System Model
We onsider distributed appli ations running on lusters of inter onne ted omputers, where
ea h pro ess of an exe uting appli ation runs on a distin t node in the luster. Pro esses
ommuni ate by message passing using reliable ommuni ation hannels. Pro ess exe ution is pie e-wise deterministi in the interval between the re eipt of onse utive messages.
Failures are fail-stop. A single pro ess an fail at a given moment in time (single-fault failure) and a pro ess is onsidered failed with respe t to the state of the omputation until it
has ompletely restored the state it had before the rash. We assume that there exists a
me hanism for failure dete tion.
7

The support for stable storage an be either lo al to a node or remote, i.e., at another node
in the luster. If, for example, a pro ess uses a lo al disk for saving its he kpoint, then it
is assumed that the disk (and therefore the restart he kpoint) will be available for restart
and re overy after a failure that aused the pro ess to die. If this is not the ase, the pro ess
an save its he kpoints on another node responsible for providing its stable storage support,
even in ase of failure; when needed, the restart he kpoint an be simply retrieved from the
supporting node. In this paper we do not address the problem of storage support, neither do
we try to quantify the (possibly signi ant) impa t of storing he kpoints a ross the network.
For all our purposes, we assume that stable storage is lo al to a node, and that it remains
available after the failure of the node.

3.2 The Software DSM Proto ol
Software DSM uses the virtual memory me hanism and message passing to provide a
shared-memory programming model on lusters. The syn hronization operations, lo k a quire/release and global barriers, are implemented using message passing. The memory
onsisten y model di tates the order in whi h writes to shared pages on di erent nodes must
be ompleted. In release onsistent [14℄ software DSM, writes are ompleted at syn hronization time. Coheren y data is in general propagated as page invalidations. The ontents of a
page is updated lazily at page fault time, either from its home [47℄, or from the last writer(s)
[25℄. If the proto ol supports multiple writers, then updates are dete ted as a di eren e
(di ) between the modi ed page and a referen e opy reated before the rst write following
a page fault [26℄.
Lazy Release Consisten y (LRC) [25℄ is a variant of release onsisten y in whi h propagation
of writes is delayed to the time of an a quire. Writes of a pro ess are grouped into intervals
delimited by syn hronization operations. Page invalidations are propagated in the form of
write noti es (wn), where a write noti e is a pair (p; t) that spe i es that some page p was
updated during some interval t. The lo al logi al time of a pro ess is de ned as a ounter of
lo al intervals. The partial-order relation happened-before [28℄ (denoted ) between intervals
a ross the luster is aptured as a ve tor of logi al times alled ve tor timestamp [25℄. The
ve tor timestamp Ti keeps tra k of intervals for whi h write noti es were re eived by pro ess
Pi .
Our target DSM proto ol is a Home-based Lazy Release Consisten y proto ol (HLRC) [18℄.
We hose HLRC be ause it is simple, s alable, has low ommuni ation and memory overhead
[47℄, and has ni e properties for fault toleran e. In HLRC (see Figure 1), every shared
page p has an assigned home H (p) whi h maintains the most re ent version of the page.
Suppose that a pro ess Pj has a quired a lo k L before writing to page p (the write is
labeled W (p) in Figure 1). After releasing L, Pj re eives a request for L from Pi , whi h is
a quiring the lo k next. The lo k granting message sent to Pi will in lude Tj and a write
noti e wn(p) for p. Upon re eiving L, Pi invalidates p and updates its ve tor timestamp as
new = max(Ti ; Tj ).
Ti = Ti
At release time, the writer Pj sends its di s to H (p), where they are applied to p. The home
H (p) stamps p with a version ve tor p:v that re ords the most re ent intervals whose writes
8

H(p)

Pj

Pi

x W(p)
p = p0
REL(L)
ACQ(L)

p = p0 + diff(p)

Ti

wn(p),

diff(p)

Tj

Ti =max(Ti, Tj)

Acc(p) x
p

Figure 1: The HLRC DSM proto ol: pro ess Pj writes to a page p homed by H(p) and whi h
is later a essed by pro ess Pi .
were applied to p, i.e., for whi h it re eived the orresponding di s.
Following the invalidation of p at the a quire, the non-home pro ess Pi re ords the version
N it needs in ase of an a ess, a ording to wn(p). The rst a ess A (p) of Pi to p
p:v
after the invalidation will miss. In the page fault handler, Pi will send a request to H (p) for
N
p:v , the minimal version of p it expe ts.

3.3 Re overy
Our approa h in building a fault-tolerant home-based DSM is as follows:
 pro esses take independent he kpoints (de isions of when and what to he kpoint are

purely lo al de isions),

 ea h pro ess maintains logs of proto ol data sent to its peers in volatile memory, and
 a failed pro ess will restart from its latest he kpoint and use logs from peer pro esses

to deterministi ally replay its exe ution.

Two important things to note: (i) between he kpoints, it is suÆ ient to maintain logs in
volatile memory be ause we assume single-fault failures, and (ii) ea h pro ess must save its
log to stable storage at least on every he kpoint be ause if it rashes, after re overy, it may
need its log to support re overy from subsequent rashes of other nodes.
To re over the state of a pro ess in HLRC, we he kpoint shared pages only at home nodes
and log those ommuni ation events that indu e hanges in the DSM state. A pro ess Pi
re overs from failure by log-based re-exe ution, starting from its last he kpoint. Be ause of
9

the relaxed memory model, intermediate states of Pi during re overy, as well as its re overed
state, do not need to be the same as during normal exe ution. The exe ution replay needs
only enfor e that a read a ess to a page returns the same value, and not that all writes
unrelated to that a ess are applied to the page.
The syn hronous events that indu e hanges in the DSM proto ol state di at pro ess Pi
and must be replayed during re overy are syn hronization operations and shared memory
a esses. When re overing, a pro ess Pi performs the replay of write noti es re eived at
syn hronization points using logs kept by its peer pro esses. To replay shared memory
a esses, we exploit the HLRC proto ol to avoid the expensive logging of page transfers:
a page p is he kpointed only at its home node H (p), and di s for p are logged by its
writers. We also use the proto ol in that, sin e a request for a page p does not hange the
proto ol state at H (p), page requests do not need to be logged. For replay, a miss on p is
servi ed with a lo al opy of the page dynami ally re onstru ted from a he kpointed opy
provided by H (p), to whi h an ordered sequen e of logged di s has been applied. The home
retains su essive he kpointed opies of p from a sequen e of past he kpoints. Be ause the
he kpoints of Pi and H (p) are not oordinated, the starting opy for Pi 's replay of a esses
to p may need to ome from one of the older he kpoints of H (p).
As previously dis ussed, the hallenge in building a re overable DSM system based on independent he kpointing and logging is how to limit the size of the logs and the number
of he kpoints that must be kept on stable storage: old he kpoints annot be dis arded
and logs an grow inde nitely be ause he kpointing is not globally oordinated. Intuitively,
however, as the exe ution makes progress and all pro esses in the omputation take he kpoints, old he kpoints and log entries will eventually be guaranteed to not be needed by
any pro ess for re overy. In order to limit the amount of data that must be kept on stable
storage, we need to dynami ally and safely identify the set of he kpoints and log entries
that may be needed for rollba k re overy at any time during the exe ution; all others are
super uous and an be dis arded.
Our approa h is to perform lazy log trimming (LLT) and he kpoint garbage olle tion (CGC).
In the following se tion, we des ribe the state required for exe ution replay. We show how
logs and he kpoints are used to re over from a failure and de ne the rules for LLT and
CGC, assuming the instant availability of a global ve tor time.

4

Data Stru tures for Re overy

In this se tion we des ribe the log data stru tures for re overy support (write-noti e, synhronization and di logs) and show how they an be used along with he kpoints of homed
pages for re overy from single-node failures. We also de ne the rules for log trimming and
he kpoint garbage olle tion that allow orre t re overy of any pro ess.
10

4.1 De nitions and Assumptions

S
Let the state of a DSM system onsisting of n pro esses be S = ni=1 ( i [ li [ di) where, for
some pro ess Pi , i is the re overy data on stable storage ( he kpoints and saved logs), li
are all logs in volatile storage, and di is the state of the DSM proto ol at Pi . For example,
di in ludes the ve tor timestamp, shared pages, page table et ., while i in ludes pro essor
state, saved logs, the ve tor timestamp and other data stru tures in di essential to re overy.
For simpli ity, we assume that i and li are trimmed, he kpoints are garbage olle ted, and
volatile logs are saved to i only when a he kpoint is taken. Let Ti be the ve tor timestamp
Ti at the moment of the most re ent he kpoint of Pi (also alled the restart he kpoint).
The ve tor Ti is part of the he kpointed state.
We de ne the  relation on a pair of ve tors to yield true i the omponent-wise  relationship holds for all elements. Note that  is a total order, so the min operation on a set
of ve tors is well de ned.
Our log trimming and CGC rules are based on timestamping a he kpoint of Pi with a
ve tor T ikp. We assume that, ideally, at any instant any Pi has knowledge of the global
ve tor time Tg , where Tg [k℄ is the lo al logi al time of pro ess Pk . A Pi uses Tg to timestamp
its he kpoints so that T ikp = Tg at the moment of the he kpoint. (In Se tion 5 we will show
how this assumption an be relaxed by using an approximation of the global ve tor time Tg
for timestamping he kpoints, and provide a pra ti al s heme for approximating Tg .)
An important observation on the bounds we prove for log trimming and he kpoint GC is
that they tolerate he kpoints to be timestamped with an approximation of the global ve tor
time (as long as the approximation is less than or equal to the real global ve tor time), and
stale information to be used for omputing them. The only negative e e t this may have is
that i and li may not be minimal with respe t to a global snapshot of the system state.
4.2 Write Noti e Replay
Every pro ess Pi logs write noti es it generates in a volatile log, wn log , for use in a log-based
replay of syn hronization operations by any re overing pro ess Pj . A write noti e log entry
re ords the list of pages that were updated in a ertain interval.
After a rash, the wn log will be regenerated by deterministi re-exe ution from the last
he kpoint on. At he kpoint time, Pi trims the whole log and saves its volatile part in i ,
if non-empty.

A pro ess Pi an support the wn replay by in luding in i
only entries of wn log orresponding to intervals starting from kp int = minj 6=i Tj [i℄ + 1,
where Tj is the ve tor timestamp of Pj at the time of its last he kpoint.
Lemma 1 (Wn log trimming)

During re-exe ution, a pro ess Pj will need only write noti es generated by Pi that
it had re eived after taking its last he kpoint. At the time that he kpoint was taken, the
th element of Pj 's ve tor timestamp (T [i℄) re orded the last interval for whi h write noti es
i
j
Proof.
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had been re eived from Pi . Therefore, to support exe ution replay of Pj , Pi must retain only
write noti es in intervals larger than Tj [i℄. The minimum of this value over all Pj is the
oldest interval from Pi re eived by any other pro ess after its restart he kpoint. Hen e, to
over re overy of any pro ess, Pi must retain write noti es from later intervals, i.e., those
with a logi al time at least equal to kp int.



4.3 Syn hronization Replay
Every pro ess Pj logs the lo k a quire requests it servi es for any pro ess Pi in a q sent log [i℄,
and the replies it re eives from Pi to its lo k a quire requests in a q r vd log [i℄. This means
that ea h reply to an a quire message is logged at two nodes.
4.3.1

Supporting Data Stru tures

During normal exe ution of an a quire (AC Q), Pi sends its ve tor timestamp Ti to the
pro ess Pj , whi h owns the lo k, and re eives a set of write noti es with the lo k. During
re-exe ution, Pi replays the AC Q using write noti es from the wn log 's of other pro esses,
and advan es its ve tor timestamp Ti exa tly as before rash. The previous lo k owner
Pj supports the replay of Pi by omputing and logging in a per-pro ess log a q sent log [i℄
the new value of Ti , Tinew = max(Ti ; Tj ). Tinew is the new value of Ti after the AC Q has
ompleted.
The a q sent log [j ℄ at a pro ess Pi (as a lo k owner) is a volatile data stru ture, subje t
to loss in a rash. Be ause it is reated as a result of asyn hronous events (lo k a quire
requests re eived from Pj ), it annot be regenerated during re-exe ution. In order to be
able to re over a q sent log [j ℄, we simply mirror it at the a quirer Pj : after ompleting the
a quire, Pj will log its new ve tor timestamp Tjnew in a per-pro ess log a q r vd log [i℄.
Note that, for any pair of pro esses, the a q sent and a q r vd logs are perfe tly identi al.
As a result, a pro ess does not need to save them in stable storage, sin e in ase of failure
they an be entirely restored from peer pro esses.
The support for barrier syn hronization replay is similar.
4.3.2

A quire Log Trimming

The following Lemma provides bounds on intervals orresponding to the oldest entries that
a pro ess must retain from its a quire logs in order to be able to support the re overy of
another pro ess.

A pro ess Pi an support the ACQ replay of Pj by re[ ℄ with Tj [j ℄ > Tj [j ℄, and it an restore the stri tly
log [i℄ of Pj by retaining only entries of a q r vd log [j ℄ with

Lemma 2 (ACQ log trimming)

taining only entries of
needed portion of the a
Ti [i℄ > Ti [i℄.

a q sent log j
q sent
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For its AC Q replay, a re overing Pj will only need from some Pi entries of
[ ℄ logged for a quires that Pj has exe uted after its last he kpoint. Therefore Pi an safely trim a q sent log [j ℄ by dis arding entries with Tj [j ℄  Tj [j ℄.
In order to re over its a q sent log [i℄, a re overing Pj needs from the a quirer Pi entries of
Pi 's a q r vd log [j ℄. Note that Pj needs to re over only the portion of a q sent log [i℄ that
would be stri tly needed for a potential AC Q replay of Pi , in ase a rash of Pi will o ur
sometime in the future. This portion of Pj 's log onsists of entries with Ti [i℄ > Ti [i℄. To
ba k it up, Pi must retain from a q r vd log [j ℄ only entries for whi h Ti [i℄ > Ti [i℄.
Proof.

a q sent log j



Note that the values of the log bounding intervals proved in Lemmas 1 and 2 do not depend
on the he kpoint timestamps T jkp and therefore they are always optimal, regardless of
whether in pra ti e an implementation uses some approximation of the global ve tor time
instead of the real Tg for T jkp.

4.4 Replay of Shared Memory A esses
Every pro ess he kpoints pages for whi h it is the home. Every writer (in luding the home
pro ess itself) logs the di s it produ es for all pages it writes to. A esses to a page are
replayed by lo ally and dynami ally applying logged di s to needed pages.
In HLRC, the home H (p) of page p stamps it with a version p:v as a ve tor of logi al times
orresponding to intervals in whi h p was written; p:v [i℄ advan es with appli ation of a di
from Pi . A pro ess Pi where p is invalid needs a version p:v N , a ording to wn's re eived so
far. This is the minimal version of page p that Pi will request from H (p) on its next a ess
and miss to p. During normal operation, H (p) may reply with the requested version or with
a higher version that in orporates additional writes. During replay, by taking advantage of
the HLRC proto ol, it is suÆ ient for the a ess to p to be servi ed with a minimal version
of p, i.e., whi h ontains only writes that \happened-before" the faulting a ess. As a result,
hanges in ontents of a page after a miss and fet h from its home need not be reprodu ed
exa tly during replay, as it would be the ase if pure message logging of page transfers were
used.
4.4.1

Supporting Data Stru tures

A page p is only he kpointed by its home H (p). A home H (p) retains a sequen e p kp of
opies of p from past he kpoints. Any writer Pj logs every di it sends to H (p) in a per-page
log dif f log (p). The logged di entry is stamped with its ve tor timestamp Tj , referred to
as dif f:T .
During re-exe ution, Pi replays only the minimal hanges of p after a miss by emulating
the operation of H (p). It maintains an evolving opy of p built from a starting opy p0
obtained from H (p), to whi h it applies partially ordered di s obtained from all writers' logs
dif f log (p).
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H(p)
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p
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crash
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Figure 2: Bounds for a he kpointed version p0 of page p whi h is safe for replaying an a ess
of Pi after rash and restart.
The following Lemma provides onditions for a maximal starting opy p0 (i.e., to whi h
nothing an be added without risking to ompromise orre tness of the re overy). It also
gives onditions on the di s needed for a orre t replay of a esses to p starting from the
maximal p0 .
Lemma 3 (Maximal p0 ) 1. If page p is needed for the replay of Pi starting from a he kpoint timestamped with T ikp, then p0 2 p kp an ome from the last he kpoint of H(p)
timestamped T Hkp for whi h T Hkp  T ikp.
2. To ensure the orre t replay of p starting from the above p0 , any writer Pj must supply
di s with timestamps dif f:T [j ℄ > T Hkp[j ℄.
Proof.

We look at the rst a ess A (p) of Pi to page p after a rash and restart from its latest
he kpoint timestamped T ikp, as shown in Figure 2. (A di sent by a writer of p to home
H (p) is represented by an arrow pointing towards H (p); a fet h of p from H (p) is shown as
an arrow pointing away from H (p).)
Re all the assumption that the he kpoint timestamp of a pro ess is the global ve tor time
H
Tg when a he kpoint is taken. Let T kp be a he kpoint timestamp of H (p).
1. A starting page p0 whi h is saf e for replay an be any opy of p with a version p0 :v  T ikp.
Indeed, regardless of the memory onsisten y model, a safe p0 for Pi 's a ess is always one
that does not ontain any writes to p that o urred in the future (in real time) with respe t
to the restart he kpoint of Pi . In Figure 2, W (p) is su h a write. In LRC terms, a future
on i ting write W (p) from a pro ess Pj ould only o ur in some interval Tj [j ℄ > T ikp[j ℄,
therefore a page with p0 :v  T ikp is always safe for replay. In parti ular, sin e p0 :v  T Hkp,
p0
an ome from the last he kpoint of H (p) with a timestamp T Hkp  T ikp. (Note that
in LRC the ondition p0 :v  T ikp is not stri tly ne essary. A safe p0 an be any opy of p
14
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H(p)
Wbef(p)

X

Tinv
Wunrel(p)
p0

Th
Tckp
Acc(p) X

p

Waft(p)

X

Figure 3: Case A.1: Page p invalid in Pi 's he kpoint and last invalidation of p at Pi is at

most as re ent as the last safe he kpoint of home H(p).

ontaining writes W (p) that o urred after T ikp, but whi h are not related to A (p) under
the  order.)
2. Next, we show that a p0 from the last he kpoint of H (p) with timestamp T Hkp  T ikp,
proved above as safe for replay, is also suÆ ient for a orre t replay of A (p), under the
onditions of Part 2 of the Lemma.
Let Tinv be the global ve tor time when Pi re eived the last invalidation for p (for example,
through an a quire) before the restart he kpoint. We prove p0 is suÆ ient for two ases,
depending on whether, during normal operation, p was valid or not at the time of A (p).
Case A. Suppose p was invalid at A (p) during normal operation, so it is also invalid after
restart of Pi . Then Pi 's page table entry in i re ords p:v N , the minimal version Pi will
expe t on A (p) during re overy.
We onsider two instan es, depending on when the last invalidation of p at moment Tinv
o urred in the  order: before, or after the moment H (p) took its last safe he kpoint of
H
i
p0 , i.e., having T kp  T kp .
1. The invalidation of p o urs (in the total order de ned by ) before or at the moment
when H (p) takes its he kpoint, i.e., Tinv  T Hkp (Figure 3).
The gure shows a simpli ed s enario in whi h Pi rst syn hronizes with Pj , resulting
in the invalidation of p at Tinv . The dashed arrows between Pj and Pi represent the
transfer of write noti es at syn hronization operations that prote t on i ting a esses
to p.
For p0 to be suÆ ient during replay, it must ontain the last write Wbef (p) of Pj that
happened before A (p): Wbef (p)  A (p). Note that Wbef (p) o urs at Pj before Tinv ,
due to LRC onstraints. Sin e it an also be enfor ed at H (p) before the syn hronization
15
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Tckp
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p

Figure 4: Case A.2: Page p invalid in Pi 's he kpoint and last invalidation of p at Pi is more

re ent than the last safe he kpoint of home H(p).

takes pla e, the he kpointed p0 also in orporates it. Therefore, in this ase p0 alone is
suÆ ient for replay, whi h establishes the proof for Case A.1.
Note that other writes not related to A (p) may be in luded in p0 after Wbef (p).
Suppose for example that the f irst a ess on i ting with A (p) that o urs after it
in the  order is a write Waft (p), also performed by Pj (A (p)  Waft (p) in Figure
3). Then writes of Pj (labeled Wunrel (p) in Figure 3) between Tinv and the moment of
Waft are not related to A
(p). They an be in orporated in the he kpointed opy p0
of H (p) but will not a e t the orre t replay of A (p).
2. The invalidation of p o urs (in the total order de ned by ) after H (p) takes its
he kpoint, i.e., T Hkp < Tinv (Figure 4).
Then there might exist on i ting writes Wbef previous to A (p) (Wbef  A (p)) that
o urred prior to invalidation but after H (p) took its he kpoint. Su h writes would not
have been aptured in the he kpointed p0 , whi h makes p0 alone unusable for replay
(in our example, we would have p0 :v [j ℄ < p:v N [j ℄). To obtain the version p:v N needed
for the replay of A (p), the re overing Pi must apply to p0 writes like Wbef , logged by
Pj as di s. These writes would o
ur at logi al times Tj [j ℄ > T Hkp[j ℄, so Pj must supply
all di s with a timestamp dif f:T [j ℄ > T Hkp[j ℄.

Case B. Suppose p was valid at the moment of A (p) during normal operation, so it was
also valid when Pi took its he kpoint. Then there must have been an a ess of Pi to p after
i
Tinv but before its last he kpoint at T kp . Suppose that su h an a
ess was a read R(p), and
i
there was a write Wown (p) su h that R(p)  Wown  T kp  A (p) (Figure 5).
With respe t to some on i ting write Wbef of Pj for whi h Wbef  Wown, the replay of
A (p) is orre t, under the onditions proved above in Case A.
We must only ensure that the replay of A (p) is orre t with respe t to Wown . The starting
p0 alone annot be used for replay sin e it may not ontain Wown . For orre t replay Pi must
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Figure 5: Case B: Page p valid at the time of Pi 's he kpoint. Lo al write

aptured by p0 must be replayed.

save di s for its writes that it reated and logged after
with dif f:T [i℄ > T Hkp[i℄.

W

own (p) not

( ) took its he kpoint, i.e., di s

H p



Note that Lemma 3 links the starting page p0 with its orresponding di s through the
timestamp T Hkp of the he kpoint from whi h p0 omes: if p0 would be sele ted from an
earlier he kpoint, then writers would have to keep more di s for the orre t replay of
a esses to p.
4.4.2

Lazy Log Trimming (LLT) and Che kpoint Garbage Colle tion (CGC)

Lemma 3 proved onditions for a H (p) to retain a he kpointed opy p0 of a page p needed
for re overy of one pro ess in the system. Note that the sele tion of the he kpoint is
independent of the page itself (it involves only he kpoint timestamps). Also note that, for
eÆ ien y reasons, a home node H will have to keep a window of past he kpoints of all
pages it manages, starting with the he kpoint determined by Lemma 3.
The following Lemma simply generalizes the onditions for the garbage olle tion of he kpoints not needed for re overy of any pro ess. It also shows that after a H (p) performs a
CGC operation a writer an, at a later moment, \lazily" trim its di logs using information
from H (p), namely the timestamp of the oldest he kpoint retained.
Lemma 4 (CGC and LLT) 1. A home pro ess H an support the page replay of any
pro ess if it retains pages from a \ rst" he kpoint with timestamp TfH  Tmin = minj 6=H T jkp.
2. A writer of page p, Pi , an support re overy replay for p by retaining only dif f log entries
with dif f:T [i℄ > TfH (p) [i℄.
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Proof.

1. From Lemma 3, Part 1. To over re overy of any pro ess, H must keep a window of past
he kpoints of its homed pages, starting with a he kpoint timestamped TfH at least as old
(in the  order) as the oldest restart he kpoint in the system. That is, TfH  minj 6=H T jkp.
2. The he kpoint stamped TfH determined above also for es writers of a page p homed by
H to keep di s for a possible replay of a
esses to p. A ording to Lemma 3, Part 2, applied
H
(p)
to the timestamp Tf of this rst he kpoint, a writer Pi must retain di s with timestamps
H (p) [i℄.
dif f:T [i℄ > Tf



Note that the bounds for retaining he kpoints and di logs (Tmin and Tf in Lemma 4)
depend on the he kpoint timestamps T jkp. This means that, in pra ti e, the eÆ ien y of
CGC and LLT may be a e ted by how timestamps are assigned to he kpoints.

4.5 An Example
Figure 6 shows an example of how he kpoints are garbage olle ted and di logs are trimmed
using Lemma 4. Verti al bra kets mark the window of he kpoints from whi h page opies
are to be retained by ea h home. Note that the assumption of a global ve tor time available
for timestamping he kpoints is also re e ted in the gure, as he kpoints are ordered about
an imaginary global real time axis running verti ally.
In this example, pro ess P3 is about to take he kpoint 34 at global time Tg . The solid and
dotted arrows show the dependen y that sets the upper limit of P3 's he kpoint window at
the moments when 34 and 33 , respe tively, are taken. The dotted bra ket represents the
he kpoint window of P3 at the time it took its previous he kpoint 33 . When taking 34 ,
the upper limit of P3 's window will be ome 32 , sin e Lemma 4 enfor es a dependen y from
12 (whi h determines the bound Tmin ) to 32 . The previous limit had been 31 , as set by the
now obsolete dependen y from 22 at the time 33 was taken. In e e t, the window advan es
by in luding the new 34 and dropping the unneeded 31 . As a di produ er, P3 trims its
di logs by retaining only di s needed for pages homed by P1 and P2 if a replay would use
pages from the rst he kpoints in their windows ( 11 and 22 , respe tively). Earlier entries
an be dis arded. As noted before, trimming of di logs an be performed lazily, when P3
learns the timestamps of 11 and 22 .
An important observation on Lemma 4 is that an approximation of the he kpoint timestamps T jkp  Tg an be tolerated in the bound Tmin on Tf . In this ase, the approximate
^f  T^min  Tmin an only push p0 to a he kpoint older than the ideal (optimal) Tf omT
puted based on the global ve tor time Tg . If an older he kpoint with T^f < Tf is retained,
Part 2 of Lemma 4 ensures that p an still be re onstru ted by retaining ne essary di s for
the older approximation of p0 . In the next se tion we present a pra ti al solution based on
approximations of global time and of Tmin omputation.
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Figure 6: Determining the he kpoint window for CGC and the di log bounds for LLT by
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.
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5

Approximating Global Time

Lemmas 1, 2, and 4 prove ideal bounds for how ea h pro ess an trim all unne essary entries
from its logs. A pro ess Pi needs from all other pro esses Pj : (i) two elements (Tj [i℄ and
Tj [j ℄) of the ve tor timestamp at the moment of last he kpoint, Tj , for trimming the wn
and AC Q logs, (ii) the he kpoint timestamp T jkp of the restart he kpoint, for its CGC,
and (iii) Tfj [i℄ (if Pi has logged di s for pages homed by Pj ), for its LLT. This information
is distributed throughout the system. Moreover, so far we have assumed that any Pi has
instant knowledge of the global ve tor time Tg used to timestamp its he kpoints.
We now relax these requirements. Spe i ally, we des ribe the e e ts of using an approximation instead of the ideal global ve tor time Tg and of using stale trimming information.
We also des ribe a pra ti al solution for obtaining a reasonable approximation of global time
and \not too stale" trimming information in order to limit these e e ts.
First, onsider a relaxation of the exa t global time Tg to an approximate T^g  Tg whi h
preserves the total order enfor ed by the  relation on the set of he kpoints
ij for all
i
Pi . Assume instant knowledge of the last T kp at the home H (p) of a page p. Be ause the
order determined by (Tg ; ) is preserved in the new total order (T^g ; ), the oldest restart
he kpoint over all pro esses, stamped with T^min , is in the same position with respe t to the
optimal he kpoint H that would ideally be sele ted by Lemma 4 if Tg were used. Hen e

H (p) would still be able to determine the optimal H
he kpoint for its CGC. However, a
writer to p, Pj , may get an approximate bound for LLT of its di log sin e now H has a
timestamp T^f  Tf , so it may be for ed to keep additional log entries. Therefore, using the
approximation T^g results in optimal he kpoint window size but may indu e suboptimal di
logs.
Next, we examine the additional e e t stale trimming information an have on the retained
he kpoints and logs. One approa h to distributing this information would be to propagate
it lazily, for example piggyba ked on proto ol messages: a pro ess Pi would only have to
send to Pj a ve tor T ikp and three integers Ti [j ℄, Ti [i℄, and Tfi [j ℄. These values may be ome
obsolete, depending on the sharing/ ommuni ation pattern. The logs of write noti es and the
syn hronization logs will be trimmed less eÆ iently if Ti [j ℄ and Ti [i℄ are stale (see Lemmas
1 and 2). For the page he kpoints and di logs, note that even if the total he kpoint
order is preserved by T^g , the bound T^min may be less than Tmin of Lemma 4 be ause of stale
^ikp  T ikp, and it may for e a home H (p) to push ba k its he kpoint window to a H  H .
T
This may also in rease the di log size at some writer Pj by the feedba k e e t through
Tf [j ℄.
Clearly, we are fa ed with two problems: the need for a good approximation of Tg and the
need for a urate values of the bounds used for trimming logs. Our solution is to use a
entralized manager M that stores three ve tors per pro ess Pi : T i , T ikp, and Tfi . With
this information, the manager an ompute all the bounds needed for log trimming by any
pro ess. Pro esses propagate their lo al logi al time to M so it an have a lose approximation
of the global time Tg . Updating logi al time at M by a pro ess Pi an be done as often as
the logi al time hanges at that pro ess, or in a lazy fashion if the rate of hange is high
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Appli ation
and problem size

Size
shared
(Mb)

Exe
time
(min)

Ckp
taken

Wmax

Max
diff log
(Mb)

Ckp + log
disk traffi
(Mb)

Time
disk write
(s)

O ean 130x130

6.4

2

9-10

3

1.5

10.8

2.6

Water-Nsquared 17,576

11.8

40

10

3

3.0

27.5

8.5

Water-Spatial 32k

33.9

30

3-10

4

13.0

65.8

15.9

Table 1: Evaluation of the independent he kpointing s heme with CGC and LLT in a HLRC

DSM system. The last three olumns refer to he kpoints of homed pages and di logs on
stable storage (disk).

(note that this operation is not on the riti al path).
A Pi sends to M its Ti and Tfi , and obtains from M all the bounds needed to trim its logs.
When taking a he kpoint, it obtains a ve tor timestamp T^g whi h is a lose approximation
of the a tual Tg . After ommitting the new he kpoint, Pi on rms the new T ikp to the
manager. It is important to note that M also enfor es the total order required by the Lemmas
in Se tion 4 on the set of he kpoints, with respe t to the approximation it provides for Tg .
While it may seem like the manager M is a entralized point of failure, it is not. Suppose M
is ollo ated with one of the pro esses of the omputation. In ase of a rash, it is simply
restarted and, on e restarted, it just olle ts the ve tors T i , T ikp and Tfi from surviving
pro esses. In the ase where M is unavailable for a period of time be ause of network unavailability, pro esses will not be able to trim their logs and garbage olle t their he kpoints
during this period. However, this an only a e t the amount of data kept on stable storage
and it does not a e t the orre tness of the on-going omputation.
6

Experimental Results

To evaluate our design, we have extended a Home-based LRC system [18℄ to in lude: (i) LLT,
(ii) a he kpointing poli y to de ide when to he kpoint at ea h node, and (iii) a simulation
of CGC. We have also implemented the manager that provides nodes of the luster with
approximations of the global ve tor time and the bounds needed by LLT and CGC. Our
goal is to assess the overheads of LLT and CGC in terms of both volatile and stable storage
requirements, or, equivalently, how e e tive LLT and CGC are at limiting the size of the di
logs and the number of he kpoints that must be retained for real appli ations.
Our poli y for de iding when a node should he kpoint is to enfor e a limit L on the size of
the volatile log. The de ision is independently made by ea h node: when the size of the log
at a node ex eeds L, that node takes a he kpoint. For ea h appli ation, we set L to be 10%
of the appli ation's shared memory footprint. This low value for es frequent he kpoints to
be taken, and thus presents a stressful test ase for CGC. (For this reason, for example, a
short-running appli ation may unne essarily take frequent he kpoints; this is solely for the
purpose of evaluating e e tiveness of our s heme and has no relevan e in pra ti e.)
Logs are trimmed and volatile logs are saved to stable storage only at he kpoint time. No
optimizations (e.g., log ompa tion and in remental he kpointing) are used to redu e the
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Figure 7: Dynami s of log size in stable storage for three appli ations (logs are sampled

at he kpoint time). Dis rete points are onne ted to exhibit the trend under LLT ontrol.
Straight dotted lines show the unbounded log growth in the absen e of LLT.

spa e onsumed by logs and he kpoints. Pro esses send updates of their logi al time to
the manager at every event that hanges the lo al logi al time. Updating logi al time is not
on the riti al path at the sender, and is done at essentially zero ost at the re eiver. The
remainder of the trimming information is only sent to the manager when a pro ess requests
a global time approximation for he kpointing.
We have sele ted three appli ations from the SPLASH-2 ben hmark suite [45℄, O ean, WaterNsquared, and Water-Spatial, to drive our prototype system. We hoose these three appli ations in parti ular be ause they generate large volumes of di s, and so present the worst- ase
s enario for LLT. O ean is a uid dynami s appli ation that simulates large-s ale o ean
movements. Water-Nsquared simulates a system of water mole ules in liquid state using
a O(n) brute for e method with a uto radius. Water-Spatial solves the same problem
in a 3-d setting. All our experiments run on a luster of eight 300 MHz Pentium II PCs
inter onne ted by a Myrinet LAN and using virtual memory-mapped ommuni ation [9℄.
Table 1 shows, for a run of ea h appli ation, (i) the shared-memory footprint, (ii) total
exe ution time, (iii) minimum and maximum number of he kpoints taken (on any node),
(iv) the maximum size of the he kpoint window (Wmax ) over all nodes, (v) the maximum
amount of stable storage onsumed by di logs over all nodes, (vi) the amount of he kpointed
pages and di logs written to stable storage at one (representative) node, and (vii) the
estimated time that would be required to write this amount of data to lo al disk. Figure 7
plots the maximum (a ross the luster) log size on stable storage against he kpoints. While
we do not make de nitive laims based on results for only three appli ations, we believe that
these results are strong eviden e for the following observations:
 Independent he kpointing an be eÆ iently integrated with an HLRC DSM proto ol

to provide a robust shared-memory programming model. Table 1 shows that the total
expe ted time for saving he kpointed pages and volatile logs to disk is negligible ompared to the exe ution time, even with our aggressive (small) limit on the size of the
volatile log. Furthermore, the fa t that the overhead of writing he kpoints and volatile
logs to disk is small means that an aggressive limit on the size of volatile logs is pra ti al. This means that the memory overhead of our s heme an be at most 10% of the
shared-memory footprint.
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 LLT is e e tive at limiting log sizes. Figure 7 shows that, for all three appli ations, the

maximum log size a ross the luster initially in reases a ross the rst several he kpoints
but then attens out. After the hange in slope, the maximum log size is relatively
onstant although there are some variations from he kpoint to he kpoint. With no
log trimming, the disk spa e onsumed by logs would grow unbounded at a rate of L
bytes per he kpoint, as shown by the straight line in ea h graph.

 The size of the he kpoint window is small, implying that CGC is eÆ ient at ontrolling

the total size of he kpoint information kept on stable storage. A ross all appli ations,
Wmax was three pages on most of the nodes, with a value of four on a single node in
Water-Spatial.

7

Limitations

Our fault toleran e s heme of Se tion 6 used a he kpointing poli y based ex lusively on a
lo al optimization (aimed at limiting the size of the volatile log). This means that a node
ould arbitrarily delay taking a lo al he kpoint, whi h may in rease the amount of state
held at other nodes.
Intuitively, the problem lies in that a pro ess whi h lags behind in taking he kpoints for es
all other pro esses to a umulate large amounts of state ( he kpoints and logs) in order to
be able to support its re overy from a remote past he kpoint. In our ase, this behavior is
di tated by the Tmin bound used in omputing the timestamp Tf of the rst he kpoint to be
retained in its he kpoint window by ea h home node (Lemma 4). Sin e Tmin is a minimum
over timestamps of restart he kpoints, it an be held ba k inde nitely by a single lagging
pro ess. In turn, the upper limit of all he kpoint windows at all home nodes will be also
held ba k, thus making CGC (and impli itly LLT) less e e tive.
Our poli y from Se tion 6 may exhibit this behavior, as it enfor es a he kpoint only when
the lo al volatile logs over ow. An imbalan e in the appli ation running on the DSM system
may ause one pro ess to be less a tive in updating shared pages, so it will generate a lower
volume of di logs than other pro esses. As a result, during omputation this pro ess will
take he kpoints at a lower rate than the others (in the worst ase it may take none). This
will for e peer pro esses to keep more he kpoints and logged state for the re overy of the
lazy pro ess. Another example is an appli ation-driven he kpointing poli y that tries to
optimize the size of he kpointed appli ation state using memory ex lusion [31℄. If taking
the he kpoint is inde nitely delayed by a pro ess waiting for an opportunity of minimizing
the he kpoint size, then this may ause an in rease in the amount of re overy state at other
nodes.
To over ome this problem, the solution is to for e the lazy pro ess to take a he kpoint.
Determining su h a pro ess requires distributed information whi h is available to the manager
M. Besides providing he kpoint timestamps and bounds needed for LLT and CGC, M ould
also: (i) dete t the lagging pro ess that stalls the CGC and LLT of other pro esses, and (ii)
indu e a for ed he kpoint at that pro ess.
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We are urrently in the pro ess of implementing a he kpointing poli y that integrates for ed
he kpointing through the manager.
8

Con lusions

In this paper we present the design of a fault-tolerant software DSM system based on independent he kpointing and logging. Independent he kpointing is parti ularly well suited
to large LAN-based lusters, as well as meta- lusters over a WAN. In order to retain its
advantages in su h environments, the system must eÆ iently ontrol the size of the logs and
he kpoints without re ourse to global oordination.
We des ribe the minimal state of the HLRC DSM proto ol [18℄ that must be he kpointed
and logged to support re overy from single-fault failures. We also: (i) de ne the rules for
trimming ea h omponent of the log and show that these rules are orre t, and (ii) de ne
the rules for garbage olle ting old he kpoints and show that these rules are orre t. We
have implemented our proposed algorithms in an HLRC DSM system and evaluated their
performan e using three update-intensive appli ations from the SPLASH-2 ben hmark suite.
Our results show that our s heme e e tively bounds the size of the log and the number of
he kpoints that must be kept. For all three appli ations, we never have to retain more than
four he kpoints and logs never grow beyond about one third of the appli ations' sharedmemory footprints.
We are urrently in the pro ess of exploring additional he kpointing poli ies, and ompleting
the implementation of the fault-tolerant proto ol.
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